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An interregional cooperation
project for water-linked
heritage valorization by developing
an ecosystemic approach

WaVe focuses on the improvement of regional and local policies to open up
their possibilities to support the development of integrated adaptive reuse of
water-linked cultural heritage sites in human settlements.
PILOT ACTIONS

Great news from the WaVE Project
2 Pilots have been approved by the Interreg
Europe Monitoring Committee. Congratulations to
the Municipality of Ravenna and Ister-Granum
EGTC. In the article we will take a look at what
pilots are and why they are relevant for giving an
extra cooperation boost to the project.
Learn more about Pilot Actions

Focus on: Ister-Granum’s Pilot Action
Read the interview with Peter Nagy, Director of the
Ister-Granum EGTC, who told us in more detail which
new approach they are going to test within the Pilot.

Discover more

Focus on: Ravenna’s Pilot Action
We present the second Pilot Action through an interview
with Maria Grazia Marini, Director of the Tourism
Service of the Municipality of Ravenna.
Read more

GOOD PRACTICES
Daylighting rivers
Rivers are high on the EU policy agenda like never
before. For 2030 the EU has put forward ambitious
plans to restore at least 25,000 km of free-flowing
rivers. In parallel, forgotten streams would come back
to life, partially reclaiming the space once given away
to urbanization and the dominance of road transport.
With good practices on daylighting, WaVE project may
be a great source of inspiration for these future
developments.
Get inspired!

HUMANS OF WAVE

Humans of WaVE Collection #2
Each month we interview one person from the
WaVE partnership about their relationship with
water-linked heritage. Stories are told through one
or more pictures and published on Facebook.
Enjoy the second collection of stories.
Read the stories!

What’s Next?
With the approval of the Pilot Actions, WaVE project is extended by 1 year. Partners will have more time to write
and implement their Action Plans, also taking inspiration from the Actions of the two Piloting Partners.
Stay tuned and follow us on socials to discover the project proceedings!
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